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Objective: Improve bulk transfers (aka TPCs)
● IRIS-HEP: fill the gap between the resources we have and the ones we need

● On TPC land there is enough room for improvement

● Hard to understand failures/degradation (HTC23 Shawn McKee presentation[1])
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Stolen form Peter’s talk on Monday[3]
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How can we improve TPCs?
By mixing Rucio and SENSE

SENSE: Software Defined Networking for End-to-End Networked Science at the 
Exascale[4]
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My SENSE definition
Puppet master that 
can create network 
services between any 

pair of sites.



Multi subnet Storage System
● Sense services are created based on subnets
● Current Storage Systems live in a single subnet
● We need our Storage Systems to be exposed via multiple subnets for this to 

work
● We managed to do this in XRootD by adding a bunch of configuration

○ No extra hardware is needed
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More details here: 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1185600/contributions/5109192/attachments/2545788/4383989/Automated%
20Network%20Services%20for%20Exascale%20Data%20Movement%20(1).pdf

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1185600/contributions/5109192/attachments/2545788/4383989/Automated%20Network%20Services%20for%20Exascale%20Data%20Movement%20(1).pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1185600/contributions/5109192/attachments/2545788/4383989/Automated%20Network%20Services%20for%20Exascale%20Data%20Movement%20(1).pdf


Rucio & SENSE
Rucio: Data Management System used by CMS and ATLAS, it knows the data 
workflows, how big, where they have to go, how important are. 

By joining forces we can let Rucio leverage SENSE capabilities to:
- Isolate => different data workflows travel on different subnets
- QoS => Allocate bandwidth
- Routing => Select the best path

ONLY for the LARGEST and more TIME-SENSITIVE data workflows 
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How it looks
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DMM:
- Calculates bandwidth allocation
- Picks a free subnet at each site
- Instructs SENSE to create a 

priority path between them



Status
We did a PofC @10Gbps last year[2] 

Since then we have focus on:

a) redo at a higher scale (400Gbps) b) add more sites to the testbed

c) improve stability c) add support for more Network OS

Artificial background 
traffic to produce 
congestion 

Rucio transfer 
request starts 
and hogs most of 
the bandwidth 

background 
traffic reclaiming 
bandwidth as the 
transfer finishes
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Plans for DC24
We have proposed 2 mini-challenges:

1. Sep. High bandwidth demonstration of multiple Rucio initiated priority data 
transfers between UCSD and Caltech

2. Nov. Demonstration of 3 priority paths between 3 different pairs of sites:
a. FNAL => UCSD
b. Caltech => UNL
c. UCSD => Caltech

For the actual challenge we can provide additional artificial traffic amongst the 
sites in our testbed
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Questions?
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Backup slides
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Isolation using XRootD multi-endpoint
● A single data server is configured to listen in N different IPv6 addresses. 
● We use IPv6 because we need many IP addresses

XRootD cluster with M servers and N subnets, Every color represents a different subnet
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How it works? For a non-priority Rucio request

Rucio
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 XRootD XRootD
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For every Rucio request, Rucio 
contacts DMM to ask for the 
endpoints (IP addresses) to use 
before contacting FTS

For a regular request (red) 
DMM will return the IPv6 
addresses selected for “best 
effort” 

SENSE is only contacted by 
DMM in order to get the set of 
IPv6 addresses of the 2 sites 
involved in the transfer. This 
information is cached
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How it works? For a priority Rucio request
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For a priority Rucio request (pink)
DMM picks a pair of free IPv6s and 
requests a bandwidth allocation on 
them to SENSE

DMM return the selected pair of IPv6s 
to Rucio

SENSE instructs SiteRM to 
implement specific routing and QoS 
on the given IPv6s at the site level

SENSE instructs NetworkRM to 
implement specific routing and apply 
QoS in CENIC nodes in between the 
2 IPv6 endpoints

When the transfer is finished Rucio 
signals DMM which request the 
deallocation of the priority services 16


